SuperValu TidyTowns Entry Form 2018
We strongly recommend that you read the How to Complete your
Entry Form section at the beginning of the Entry Form and the
Terms and Conditions issued with the hard copy version and also
available on www.tidytowns.ie before completing this form.

About You!
Name of your Town/Area/Village/Island:

Athboy

County: Meath

Region: Midlands & East
Last Year of Entry: 2017

Organisation Name: Athboy Tidy Towns

Contact Name: Gez Bettney Address: 33 Meadowlands, Athboy. Co Meath
Estimated Location: On N51, south of Kells & north of Delvin.
Your adjudicator may not have visited your area before so please describe briefly where your town or village is located within your county, e.g. Xkm
north/south etc. of the nearest large town, or give the road number along which your town is situated. Absolute clarity is of key importance.

Phone: 0872196158 Email: athboytidytowns@gmail.com. Web: athboytidytowns.com
or Social Media address: Facebook: athboy.tidytowns
Population Category
Please tick your population category and enter your actual population (based on the latest census). If
you are unsure please check with the central statistics office, www.cso.ie or your Local Authority. Your
adjudicator may check you have entered the correct category.
Please enter your actual population here e.g. 19,999: 2397

Prize Category Population
Village

Small Town

A (Under 200)
B (201 to 1,000)
C (1,001 to 2,500)
D (2,501 to 5,000)

Large Town

E (5,001 to 10,000)
F (10,001 to 15,000)

Large Urban Centre

G (15,001 to 25,000)
H (25,001 and over)

By signing below, I understand and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of SuperValu TidyTowns
and agree to our details being released to; INWK Printers, Railway House, The Waterways, Sallins, Co. Kildare
for the purpose of posting invitations, entry forms, results books or other documentation for the purpose of
organising and promoting the SuperValu TidyTowns Competition and other related initiatives and also to the
TidyTowns Adjudicators as part of the Entry Form upon which their adjudication is based.

Signed (on behalf of entrant)

Date: 18th May 2018
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Community - Your Planning and Involvement

60 Marks

Marks are awarded for the overall quality of the Entry Form, town/village map and
appropriateness of backup material submitted with your entry. Other key issues are the
participation of the local community, businesses, schools and youth in general; working
partnerships with local civic agencies; works carried out and appropriate projects
completed; existence of an achievable updated TidyTowns Plan. Consideration will be
given to social inclusion, whole of community approach, the role of volunteers and new
residents in activities.
Number involved in your Committee: 9
Number not on committee but who volunteer: 7
Please indicate level of voluntary commitment (number of TidyTowns meetings, community
meetings, general involvement of the community, new residents, etc.):
Athboy Tidy Towns (ATT) have monthly meetings with an AGM in January. We
normally have a public meeting during the year to publicise a Tidy Towns initiative
(Bee population threat; Encouraging Butterfly friendly environments; Eradicating dog
waste in public places).
We also showcase our group at the annual Business/Community event sponsored by the
Bank of Ireland, which takes place at our local hotel.
We hold an annual Pub Quiz which is very well supported by the town. Raffle prizes for
this quiz are donated by local businesses & individuals. We are involved in the annual St
Patrick’s Parade & have many awards for our chosen themes (usually environmentally
focused).
We sponsor a TúS worker to maintain the grounds of the local Educational Training
Board building (Map Ref. 5). We also sponsor 3 Community Employment workers to
maintain the approach roads & other areas. Many other groups & voluntary bodies in
the town have been involved in our “Adopt a Plot” initiative that supports other groups
in improving a particular part of the town.
The local Men's Shed group maintain a large shrubbed plot near their building (near
Map Ref. 8).
We produce a calendar every year which is a great fund-raiser & is extremely well
supported by the town-folk, with local shops selling them on our behalf, as well as our
volunteers selling copies on the streets.
The calendar also acts as a means of demonstrating our core values & as a tool for
highlighting environmental concerns.
We have had several new-comers to the town joining our group as a way of getting to
know other people while contributing to their new community.
This year, in order to make younger people aware of local environmental issues, we have
initiated a project where 1st year students from the local Secondary School join some of
our members on a weekly basis to plant new shrubs & seeds & litter pick in safe areas.
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At the January meeting we agreed a plan for the year, including what new projects we
would aim for as well as the forecast resources needed to maintain the existing projects.
Please list all of the agencies, bodies and businesses that have supported your activities
through sponsorship, resources, funding, advice, etc.):
Meath County Council (Pride of Place), Louth & Meath Educational Training Board,
Meath Partnership, Heritage Council, Department of Social Protection (CE scheme – 2
workers & 1 TúS worker), Department of Environment Heritage & Local Government,
the majority of local Athboy businesses including Flood's Pub, Tim Lodge's Arro,
Centra Supermarket, Staunton’s Pharmacy, McElhinney’s Menswear and the Darnley
Lodge Hotel, local councilors David Gilroy & Sean Drew, Billy Flynn (Ecologist),
Athboy Men's Shed, Athboy Convent Community Centre, Athboy Hub.

How do you communicate with your community (newsletter, newspapers, public meetings,
email, social media, website, etc.)?
Website (www.athboytidytowns.com); Facebook (Athboy Tidy Towns); Twitter; Meath
Chronicle; Community Secretary; Parish notes; in-shop posters; public meetings &
focused themes in the St Patrick's Parade.
Our Adopt a Plot initiative saw regular contact with adopted project work and other
community endeavors.
The local Community office (Athboy Hub) publishes a local free newsletter every month
& we regularly put articles in that. The Hub also copies & forwards our Facebook
entries which allows our publications to reach a much greater audience.
The Bank of Ireland sponsor a Business & Community Expo event at the local hotel &
ATT always take part to showcase what we do & encourage new members to join us.
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How do you engage with your local schools, youth clubs, etc.? How do you involve youth in
your work, do you have a Junior TidyTowns, is there youth representation on your committee.
As part of our environmental awareness project, we have had pamphlets produced
explaining the problems that the bee populations were presently suffering, the impact
that herbicides were having on them and, how leaving wild patches of ground would
assist in their feeding. We also produced bat information pamphlets & organised a
public lecture with a bat expert that was very well received. These pamphlets were
distributed to local National schools & short talks given to them
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This year we have combined with the local Secondary School (Athboy Community School) to
encourage 1st year students to think about what they can do to improve local environmental
issues. This involves some of our volunteers meeting up with the students on a weekly basis
to plant shrubs, flowers & seeds to encourage and feed bee, butterfly & bat populations. The
students also partake in litter-picking (in safe environments) to allow them to identify what a
problem it really is.
We are also liaising with the school on a proposal for some of the older students to paint a
mural (focused on the environment) on a large bare wall on the lane leading to the Cowpark
(Map Ref: 13).
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Identify any specific project where particular effort was applied since June 1st, 2017. (This
can include ongoing maintenance work or new project)
Parts of the Spiral Bed (Map Ref. 7) had become particularly affected by the winter
weather in that the existing fencing had both rotted & been smashed in places by fallen
trees at the back of the area. As a result, several of the existing shrubs had been
destroyed. We have removed all the old fencing & replaced it with new, planted new
shrubs, revamped the floral bed and cleaned & painted the decorative light stands.
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Approximately how many years has your community entered the competition. How has your
community benefited from involvement in the competition?
We have entered for around 16years. We did not enter in 2012 due to extensive road
works and re-surfacing of footpaths in the town. The town has benefited enormously by
the extensive support from a variety of local community groups in the “Adopt a Plot”
schemes which has allowed a feeling of community “inclusiveness” in improving the
town. The success's in our Meath Pride of Place competition entries in recent years
(including overall winner in 2014) is a direct result of efforts put in for the Tidy Towns
competition. We review the adjudication reports and included recommendations in our
work plans where possible.

Please summarise how you see your group’s work contributing to the development of your
community.
The Athboy Tidy Towns Mission statement is to “Improve, Enhance and Protect”
Athboy. Our attention to detail, our passion for group project based work and
constant engagement with the community it representatives ensures the following:
• Strong involvement from the community in the Athboy Tidy Towns group
• Genuine & unreserved support from the community during fund raising

• Tangible projects that enhance the built environment, bio-diversity
and our heritage.

Success in competitions contributes to local pride, a sense of achievement and
acknowledgment of reinvestment back into the community.
Additionally, we believe:
• We are an inspiration to the youth of the town to hopefully minimise antisocial behavior by getting them involved.
• We provide a “conduit” of communication & a cross flow of ideas between
local groups.
• We provide a single common goal for all local groups of town improvement.
• We create a sense of fun during our projects which reaches all the
community, whether they are directly involved or not.
• We have had new members join us that may have not been in Ireland long &
they greatly value being able to interact with locals and contribute to the
well-being of the town. It is a fine way for them to get to know people and be
seen to want to improve their environment.
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Streetscape & Public Places

50 Marks

Buildings: Conservation and presentation of heritage buildings and quality of shopfronts will be considered, taking account of the design, sustainability, accessibility,
usability and suitability of new structures or civic amenity buildings for all people,
regardless of age, size, ability or disability. Please highlight the efforts made to address
derelict sites and unoccupied buildings even if unsuccessful.
Public Spaces: Consideration will be given to; squares, parks, streetscape, paving,
landscaping and street furniture mindful of sustainability and access for all. Condition
of street lighting, building facade lighting, appropriately designed signage and wayfinding relating to streets and place nameplates. Attention will be given to the
presentation of parking locations, historical trails, walkways and access points to local
amenities or facilities and the general use of the Irish language.
Please refer to Note 3 on Page 1 of the application booklet and state if you have
entered a Special Award relevant to this category.
List projects undertaken since June 1st, 2017 including, new projects (N) completed
this year, previous projects that you have improved or maintained (M) and future
projects (FP) you are proposing to develop. It would be helpful if you could number
your project descriptions and include date project was initiated and completed, where
applicable.
Note: Please ensure all priority projects are uniquely referenced on your map and
legend using the reference numbers assigned below.
Athboy has many fine old buildings that, generally, are very well maintained and used in
a modern context without compromising the period look.
During the last 12months, ATT have been involved with preserving two protected
structures that have caused much concern within the town.
Firstly, a much-loved Water Pump (ID: MH029-207; NIAH No. 14324006) in
O'Growney Street (Map Ref 15) was badly damaged & had to be removed by the
council. ATT made representations for it to be repaired and reinstalled. Unfortunately,
it was beyond safe repair. ATT, with the support of a local councillor, pursued the
council for a replacement. The county engineer eventually sourced a replacement & this
has now been installed, to the delight of all the locals.
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The second structure (ID: MH029-205; NIAH No. 14324012) is a wonderful end-ofterrace three-bay two storey house, build c.1900 in Connaught Street (Map Ref 16).
It has been left empty for several years & was in danger of having serious roof
deterioration due to neglect. ATT have contacted the Heritage & Culture section of the
council & voiced our concerns.

Eventually, a council heritage representative met with the owners & discussed how the
building could be saved from further decline. We were delighted when last September,
builders arrived to renovate the building including a new roof.
Unfortunately, after the roof was stripped & the new tiles stacked for placement, all
work came to a stop.
We have contacted the council Planning department & it appears there are planning
permission issues that need to be resolved.
ATT continue to pursue a resolution to this disappointing situation.
16 heritage signs were installed around the town by the council several years ago. The
climate & weather have taken their toll on the signs but ATT have had replacements
made & renew where necessary. See Before & After examples.
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Athboy does have a number of derelict buildings, of which, one of the worst is in the
Main Street.
ATT has contacted the council & spoken to councillors over the past few years
concerning not only the negative appearance of the building but more importantly, the
dangerous condition of the roof.
Some progress was made this year, when the council barriered off the footpath in front
of the building.
It is understood that the building is targeted for demolition but no date can be obtained
from the council for this. Hopefully it will be sooner rather than later.
Some derelict buildings also exist in Lower Bridge Street (near the petrol station).
Representations have been made to the council about these eyesores but up until now,
little has been done about them.
ATT have maintained the front garden of the McCann & Byrne (Map Ref: 1) 2 storey
house for several years. This year we have secured support from McCann & Byrne & as
a result hope to repaint the window frames of the building.
ATT have been liaising with Eir for 12 months in an effort to get them to remove an old
junction box opposite Thornton's Garden (Map Ref: 19).
We were delighted when the box was removed at the end of last year.

Before

After
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Green Spaces and Landscaping

50 Marks

Communities should demonstrate the following: The planning, design and management
of green spaces. The Selection and appropriate siting of trees and their ongoing
maintenance, including formative pruning, watering and attention to the stakes and ties.
Presentation of landscaping of all entrances to your town/village/locality in consultation
with your local authority, where appropriate. The use of suitable plants for hedges and
shrubs for year-round effect is important as is the siting of seasonal bedding schemes
where you wish to highlight important areas. The use of plant containers can provide
impact where it is not possible to plant directly into the ground. To reduce maintenance
tasks limit the use of containers. To demonstrate the year round impact of the landscape
works in your community, you are encouraged to provide dated photographs of, for
example, daffodil schemes which are not evident in summertime.
Please refer to Note 3 on Page 1 of the application booklet and state if you have
entered a Special Award relevant to this category.
List projects undertaken since June 1st, 2017 including, new projects (N) completed this
year, previous projects that you have improved or maintained (M) and future projects
(FP) you are proposing to develop. It would be helpful if you could number your project
descriptions and include date project was initiated and completed, where applicable.
Note: Please ensure all priority projects are uniquely referenced on your map and
legend using the reference numbers assigned below.
Map ref: 7. Spiral Bed (M-circa 2002). At junction of A51 & Castle Avenue. This
previously completed project has now matured very well & is part of our annual
maintenance work.
Map ref: 8. Kildalkey Road (M-2016), outside the Old Convent School (now Community
Centre). Flower pots & barrels maintained by us.
Map ref: 9. Flower displays along main thoroughfare (M- circa 2002), on both sides of the
road. This is a continually maintained area.
Map ref: 16. Several floral barrels are maintained along Connaught Street (M- 2017).
Map ref: 13. The Cowpark area of the town has had extensive planting of native Irish
trees, along the river walk & in the areas between the playground & car
park (M-circa 2009). Previous “Adopt a Plot” projects in the area are also maintained by
ATT.
Map ref: 20. We have been developing the river walk on the Cowpark for several years.
Recently we planted another 24 native Irish trees along the river walk path extending the
existing tree corridor (M-circa 2009).
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Map ref: 18. The car par area behind the Catholic Church is scheduled to be the site of
the new town bus terminus. Until this is completed, ATT maintain several flower
containers that brighten up quite a barren area.
ATT have recently paid for all the main street (Map Ref: 9) trees to be professionally
trimmed and shaped. These trees have matured very well in recent years & now form a
wonderful vista to supplement the newly laid main road & footpaths.
While many of the trees no longer require the surrounding guards from a growth point
of view, they still need to remain as when parking cars, drivers regularly hit the guards
as the kerbs are so close to the trees.
Map Ref: 3. (M – circa 2012). This area (known as Thornton's Garden after a previous
resident), opposite the Trim Road petrol station used to be derelict buildings. With local
grants, ATT transformed it into a wonderful area of contemplation. We maintain the
large shrub bed, trees & grassy areas. Many locals find the bench a perfect place to enjoy
afternoon sandwiches or just enjoy the surroundings. This area is also the location of our
annual Christmas Tree.
In 2016, some of the senior locals approached us to ask if we would support them in
dedicating a memorial stone to honour a much loved local (deceased) doctor. We were
happy to support the initiative & the stone is now installed in the boundary wall.
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Nature and Biodiversity in your locality

50 Marks

Show your understanding and awareness of nature and biodiversity in your locality.
This may include protected areas and/or areas important for conservation e.g.
waterways, field boundaries, coastal features etc.
Show an appreciation of how your local species and habitats should be best managed
and protected. Evidence of co-operation with expert groups and relevant authorities,
especially in carrying out work in sensitive areas is desirable.
Please refer to Note 3 on Page 1 of the application booklet and state if you have
entered a Special Award relevant to this category.
List projects undertaken since June 1st, 2017 including, new projects (N) completed this
year, previous projects that you have improved or maintained (M) and future projects
(FP) you are proposing to develop. It would be helpful if you could number your project
descriptions and include date project was initiated and completed, where applicable.
Note: Please ensure all priority projects are uniquely referenced on your map and
legend using the reference numbers assigned below.
Map ref: 10. River Bank area (M- 2005): Dr Tina Aughney B.Sc Ph.D prepared a
management plan for this area in 2005. though we successfully implemented her plan,
unfortunately, the site was destroyed during essential water and sewage upgrades a few
years ago. We have been working to restore the site as a valuable environmental project.
It is our aim to provide various plants and trees that will ensure year-round food and
shelter for the birds, bats, bees, butterflies, hoverflies and other wildlife identified by Dr
Aughney as residing in the area. This has removed the “corridor” gap that existed along
the Yellow Ford river and will encourage further biodiversity along that river stretch.
The planting consists of: Beech and Rowan trees, Cotoneaster, Guelder Rose, Buddleia,
Honeysuckle, Lavender, Lemon Balm, Heathers, Holly, Borage, Whitethorn and
Blackthorn. The area includes 3-4 lines (120ft) of native hedgerow and various wild
flower areas and mixed native planting.
To complement this work and in line with Dr Aughney's recommendations, the river
banks between the two bridges are professionally cut every three years. This comprises
of trimming back overhanging branches and cutting back overgrown shrubs to allow a
clear bat “corridor”, to encourage more wildlife and to enhance the view between the
two bridges.
Map ref: 11. The Pound Bee/Butterfly Project (M-circa 2003): The “Pound” area is a
quiet, attractive area by the metal bridge that has been maintained by us on a
minimalist basis. The intention is to plant many more plants and shrubs purely to
encourage and feed the bee and butterfly population. This is in recognition of the
catastrophic decline in the bee population in recent years.

Map ref: 12. Barrack Lane (M-circa 2004). This lane begins by the side of the Bank of
Ireland building. This Lane has been transformed into a wonderful tranquil walk and is
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maintained by our members. A big emphasis has been made on planting for the benefit
of butterflies and bees.
Map ref: 13. (M-circa 2012). The Allotment project was a pilot project between Athboy
Tidy Towns and Meath County Council and is a perfect example of sustainable
development in practice. The scheme could be easily replicated in other towns and
villages. The three acre site at the old “Cow Park” allows fifteen families produce some
of their own vegetables and fruit, there is also ample room for more expansion as
required. Rain water harvesting has the capacity to store twelve thousand litres of
water. Funding from Local Agenda 21 enabled the provision of composting units, an
orchard, fruit bushes, native hedge and tree planting, a poly tunnel, and this year’s
addition of two small wild life ponds. Meadows, wild flowers and other flowers
attractive to pollinators complete the site. The whole site is managed without pesticides,
herbicides and fungicides When the first lease expired in 2015 it was decided that the
allotments would become an independent body and consequently a new lease was signed
between Athboy Community Allotments and Meath County Council. The links and
cooperation continue with Athboy Tidy Towns. The scheme places a big emphasis on
working together e.g. communal area are managed by members with the help of a CE
worker who cuts the grass, ideas and surplus crops are shared.
We have secured funding from Councillor Drew's Discretionary fund to deliver a
project to the local National School concerning providing educational material for
supporting our butterfly population. This will consist of funding an art/poetry/story
competition related to butterflies, supplying the school with butterfly related books for
all ages, supplying butterfly recognition charts and finally supplying the school with
native Irish wildflower “seed bombs” for use around the school wild areas. Due to other
school planned competitions, we have agreed to delay this until September.
Harmful pesticides, herbicides or any substance harmful to wildlife are not used on any
of our projects. During the last 3 years we have experimented with organic/natural
materials that could be used as weed restrictors on pathways and car parks. This has
been very successful and we are delighted to only use this non-harmful solution.
While the Fair green (Map Ref: 6) is maintained by a different committee, we work
closely with them & this year proposed that they reduce the amount of mowing that they
carry out & leave areas of grassland to grow wild for the benefit of bees & butterflies.
This would also reduce the spend on petrol. They have agreed to implement this.
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Sustainability - Doing more with less

50 Marks

Describe how your activities help to make your centre more sustainable and reduce your
environmental impact. For example, consider how you use your resources (e.g. methods
or materials you use), in your project work under one or more of the following key
themes: sustainability, water, transport, waste, energy, and climate action. Describe
awareness raising activities carried out across your community and detail any
involvement with other Community Groups in this category.
Please refer to Note 3 on Page 1 of the application booklet and state if you have
entered a Special Award relevant to this category.
List projects undertaken since June 1st, 2017 including, new projects (N) completed this
year, previous projects that you have improved or maintained (M) and future projects
(FP) you are proposing to develop. It would be helpful if you could number your project
descriptions and include date project was initiated and completed, where applicable.
Note: Please ensure all priority projects are uniquely referenced on your map and
legend using the reference numbers assigned below.
Most grass areas are cut by a mower with attached mulcher so there is no need to gather
same. Any grass not mulched is composted. A mulcher is also used for hedge cuttings.
There is a large compost area at the allotments (Map Ref: 13). Weeds not suitable for
the composter are left aside to break down over a long period and then returned to the
soil.
Several large tanks harvest water from the shed roof at the allotments. Tanks are also
provided at the Alpha building (Map Ref: 5). All members are encouraged to collect
rain water from their own domestic areas for use on hanging baskets and planters. Any
leaks noticed in the public water supply are reported to the relevant organisation.
Nettles, which grow on waste ground at the allotments site are cut back and placed into
a sealed barrel to form a 'nettle soup', that in its raw form can act as a natural weed
killer on, when diluted, seems to feed plants.
Local charity shops encourage the reuse of clothes, books, furniture and general bric a
brac. The St Vincent de Paul shop also accepts clothes, bed linen and curtains that are
not suitable for resale.
The Community School accepts suitable books for its library.
The National School operates a book and school uniform exchange scheme.
The bottle banks and clothes banks are free and available to all. They are situated at the
Church Car Park and are routinely monitored by CCTV to prevent illicit dumping.
We are trying to reduce the number of annual flowers we buy by growing from seed and
cuttings & reusing hanging baskets and window boxes. We are also trying to source nonpeat potting compost.
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The Louth & Meath Educational Board have agreed (New-this year) that we can use
their Polytunnel at the Alpha Building. We intend to use this to grow as much from seed
& cuttings as possible to reduce our spend on commercially grown plants.
We also have been using gas torches in selected areas & find them quite effective. To this
end we aim to purchase an industrial sized model for large areas.
The local bus service is frequent and punctual and we have been urging the council to
provide a safe, well lit “park and ride” facility for the town, ideally in the Church car
park. We recently submitted a full report to the Council on their plans for siting a bus
stop in the main street, objecting on grounds of safety, damage to heritage buildings etc.
& it appears the council and bus company have now agreed that the site at the rear of
the church (as per our recommendations) is now the favourite site.
We are committed to reducing, reusing & recycling and, we hope, our example will be
followed by the community.
It has been our policy for several years to only obtain peat-free compost in support of
the remaining peat bogs areas.
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Tidiness and Litter Control

90 Marks

Tidiness: General lack of clutter, blocked footpaths, redundant poles, unsightly
overhead electric cables, absence of graffiti and fly-posting and evidence of control of
weed growth at kerbs. Absence of unsightly and or inappropriate advertising, such as
that on gables of buildings and mass-produced advertising banners in shop fronts. Please
note that although general tidiness is evaluated and marked in this category, tidiness is
also considered under other categories including the Streetscape & Public Places,
Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes.
Litter: The adjudicator will assess the absence of litter and dumping, evidence of litter
control strategy, including regular litter patrols, segregation of collected litter during
clean-ups and promotion of anti-litter awareness throughout community.
Please refer to Note 3 on Page 1 of the application booklet and state if you have
entered a Special Award relevant to this category.
List projects undertaken since June 1st, 2017 including, new projects (N) completed this
year, previous projects that you have improved or maintained (M) and future projects
(FP) you are proposing to develop. It would be helpful if you could number your project
descriptions and include date project was initiated and completed, where applicable.
Note: Please ensure all priority projects are uniquely referenced on your map and
legend using the reference numbers assigned below.
ATT maintains a litter picking rota that covers all areas of the town and covers the full
7 days of the week. Members volunteer for specific areas on specific days and the rota is
compiled to ensure all areas are covered as regularly as required. At peak times (Bank
Holidays, Town celebrations etc.) members increase activities in the main areas.
A council worker also works part-time collecting litter & emptying street bins. On
average, one full large wheelie bin full of street litter is collected each week by the
council worker. As we have a need for additional bins, we have sourced redundant excouncil bins and have repainted them. They have recently been fitted in the town to
supplement those already there.
Meath Council run an anti-litter league during March & April. ATT enter every year
& this year, via social media, we encouraged the local businesses & community to
assist us in making the town litter-free. The results were announced recently& Athboy
achieved a top Gold Award status, with several of our housing estates also achieving
the same high standard. The news (spread again by social media) has been very well
received by the town folk.
Much focus has been & is still put on reducing dog fouling. We have run dog fouling
awareness initiatives and these appear to be quite successful. Dog fouling awareness
stencils have also been used in problematic areas.
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The Turry Meadows residents have successfully implemented a dog walk trail in
conjunction with the local CE scheme & support from ATT. A trail has been mowed
& maintained to allow dog walkers to avoid built up areas while encouraging them to
pick up after their dogs. This has resulted in a major reduction in fouling around the
estate vicinity.
Campaigning by ATT for CCTV resulted in the council installing it, on an irregular
basis, around the bottle recycling area at the rear of the Catholic Church. This area
had previously suffered from illegal dumping. Subsequently a few individuals were
prosecuted for dumping which has resulted in a general reduction of illicit rubbish
dumped.
Regular control of kerb weeds is carried out by the ATT committee and the council as
the perception is that visible tidiness helps reduce littering.
Businesses continue to clean outside their premises and ATT regularly provide
encouragement if standards are seen to slip.
ATT have been using the “See It, Say It” app for the last few years & have found it to
be very effective in reporting illicit dumping, illegal bonfires, fly posting etc. This year
we detailed the app on social media in an effort to get everyone in the area, with a
smart phone, to download the app. Feedback that we have received indicated a very
positive take up of the app which should encourage reporting by a much a larger
group of people.
Map ref: 11. We have suffered minor anti-social behaviour, resulting in minor
vandalism & litter, around the Metal Footbridge in recent years. As a result, ATT
approached the council to see if additional height could be added to the bridge capping
to dissuade anti-social gatherings there. Since the council carried out this work it
appears to have been very successful in removing the problem.
The over provision of election posters continues to scar the town appearance at times.
ATT has lobbied the council & our local council member to reduce the amount of
literature in future voting opportunities.
This year we approached the committee of the Fair green (Map Ref: 6) suggesting
that they install a litter picker station where walkers can avail of a picker while
visiting the Green & help keep the area litter free. We have suggested they contact the
Men's Shed to have the station made & that we would supply the pickers. They have
endorsed the idea & we wait for its implementation.
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Residential Streets & Housing Areas

50 Marks

Residential streets that include Town Houses are integral parts of towns and villages
and should be treated in a similar fashion to public and private housing developments.
Consideration is given to proper presentation and maintenance of all properties with due
cognisance given to maintenance of frontages, boundary and gable end walls. Gardens,
where applicable, should be presented to a good standard. In housing developments
green areas should be cut regularly. Children’s play areas to be considered with
equipment maintained to best standards. Where possible individual estates should have
suitable name signs - stones, plaques, sign posts, etc. preferably bilingual. Unfinished
estates will not reflect badly on the efforts of any community but examples of how the
community is addressing this issue should be highlighted.
Please refer to Note 3 on Page 1 of the application booklet and state if you have
entered a Special Award relevant to this category.
List projects undertaken since June 1st, 2017 including, new projects (N) completed this
year, previous projects that you have improved or maintained (M) and future projects
(FP) you are proposing to develop. It would be helpful if you could number your project
descriptions and include date project was initiated and completed, where applicable.
Note: Please ensure all priority projects are uniquely referenced on your map and
legend using the reference numbers assigned below.
A number of housing estates have very active resident’s associations, of which, some are
represented by our committee.
Many estates have purchased, fitted & maintain attractive entrance stones, flower beds &
floral displays. Resident collections pay for regular grass cutting & tree pruning. Focus
days are operated on many of the estates where, on a particular day, all residents are
encouraged to come out to give their estate a total 'facelift,' concentrating on common
areas and kerb clearance.
Unfortunately, some houses and businesses have been virtually abandoned by their
owners. In these cases, all the ATT can do is paint, weed & care for the superficial aspects
of the premises and lobby the council to take some legal responsibility to ensure the
building is safe and to pursue the owner to address the visual aspects.
Some of the community groups take part in our regular 'Adopt a Plot' initiative and,
choose to paint up some of the abandoned properties or similar work.
ATT have recently paid for all the main street (Map Ref: 9) trees to be professionally
trimmed and shaped. These trees have matured very well in recent years & now form a
wonderful vista to supplement the newly laid main road & footpaths.
While many of the trees no longer require the surrounding guards from a growth point
of view, they still need to remain as when parking cars, drivers regularly hit the guards
as the kerbs are so close to the trees.
During festivals, all the properties in the main street have bunting & flags adorned along
& across the street. As a result, most properties have installed hooks and brackets to safely
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secure the bunting. This adornment greatly adds to the festival spirit and, therefore, the
all-year visibility of the brackets is a small price to pay.
While some estates have small scale children’s playing areas, the town has invested greatly
in the installation of a large, well-populated children's activity area alongside the
allotments (Map ref: 13.). Structures for all ages are maintained to a high degree in this
area and a large parking area oversees the playground to allow parents to monitor their
children’s safety in comfort.
The old railway yard (Map ref: 21.) has been transformed in recent years. The old ticket
office on the road has been transformed into an attractive house; the platform buildings
have been extended & turned into very pleasant dwellings; the old Engine House is now 4
separate apartments while the ugly old Water Tower has been tastefully changed into a
very interesting & unusual home.
ATT initiated a new project this year to encourage estate residents to leave part of the
estate's common green areas uncut to encourage & foster bees & butterflies.
This involved contacting the various estate resident's associations asking them to cooperate with the initiative & explaining that not only would it be benefit the environment
but money would be saved on petrol spend.
Although it is early days, the take up looks quite encouraging.
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Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes

50 Marks

Appropriate presentation of approach roads, including the roadside verges and their
boundary treatment. The appearance of town and village streets, connecting roads,
laneways, bridges and cycle lanes. Provision for inclusive access and pedestrian
connections.Please refer to Note 3 on Page 1 of the application booklet and state if you
have entered a Special Award relevant to this category.
List projects undertaken since June 1st, 2017 including, new projects (N) completed this
year, previous projects that you have improved or maintained (M) and future projects
(FP) you are proposing to develop. It would be helpful if you could number your project
descriptions and include date project was initiated and completed, where applicable.
Note: Please ensure all priority projects are uniquely referenced on your map and
legend using the reference numbers assigned below.

Trees have been planted on several of the approach roads and these are maintained via
professional services of a local tree surgeon. The avenue of trees in the Main Street are also
maintained by ATT utilising the same local tree surgeon.
ATT sponsor several Community Employees to maintain the green areas on the
approach roads.

Trim approach road in Spring

Kells Road approach road

(Map Ref: 22)

(Map Ref: 14)
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This year we have also planted additional broadleaf trees on the Oldcastle
approach road (R154).

ATT maintain active rotas both for litter picking & display maintenance. All 7
approach roads are listed on the rotas so ATT members regularly litter pick &
maintain floral/shrubbery displays.
We have one-off annual clean-ups at the start of Spring on some of the more litterprone approach roads.
We sponsor some of the Community Employment members to maintain the grassy
areas of the approach roads & purchase all machinery required to do this.
Most approach roads have planted shrub beds which are maintained by us.
Members of other community groups have also adopted aspects of some of the approach
roads & enhance the ATT activities.
We have 2 river bridges in the town, one in Lower Bridge Street & the Metal Bridge at
the end of Barrack Lane, by the 'Pound'.
In response to comments made by last year’s TT judges, we have looked at the laneway
(Map Ref: 17) leading to the Cowpark. This has been quite a “barren” area & we debated
how we could enrich the appearance.
To this end, we have planted a variegated Ivy along the long, bare wall that should cover
the wall within a couple of years. As previously stated, there are plans for senior students
from the local secondary school to paint an environmental mural on this wall.
We also seeded the long fenced area further on with wild, native Irish flowers.
We have plans to plant shrubs & trees also along this fenced section but our supplier has
advised waiting until the Autumn.
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We have maintained the old pumping station area near the river (Map Ref: 2) for
several years.
A couple of years ago we obtained an old boat & situated it in the open space by the
river. The positioning of the boat maintains the river-feel of the area.
We keep the pump house painted, maintain the shrubs around it & refill the boat with
suitable seasonal plants.
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Mapping your town or village
Please draw or attach a sketched or printed map of your town/village/area with street
and place names and prominent landmarks. The locations of your new work for this
year’s competition should also be marked. Ensure each project is clearly listed in the
legend.
Please see advice at Note 5 of ‘How to complete your SuperValu TidyTowns 2018
Entry Form’ at the beginning of the TidyTowns booklet or on www.tidytowns.ie.
Please note the following advice;
•

A hand-drawn map is perfectly acceptable if a formal printed map is not available or
suitable.

•

Map should be a manageable size, A4 or A3 depending on the layout of your town or
village.

•

Please name priority streets/roads as necessary and mark the key public
buildings/landmarks.

•

You are advised not to use Google mapping.

•

You may find Ordnance Survey Ireland Urban (or Rural as applicable) ‘Place’ Maps
most useful.

•

A clear legend is essential; please ensure that a unique numbering sequence is
applied.

Closing Date: 23rd May 2018

Send only one copy of entry. If you are emailing the entry, send
the complete entry in one email, if that is not possible, please post
your entry.
Completed *Entries should be returned to;
TidyTowns Unit
Department of Rural & Community Development
Government Offices
Ballina
Co. Mayo.
Email to: TidyTowns@drcd.gov.ie

Telephone: 0761006836

Your entry should contain, an entry form, a map and a summary of your
multi annual plan in one email

